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Features & design 
The stand’s striking new  
design gives the Cubus a slick, 
compact look. This television 
gets its name from the cubically 
shaped stand column, which is 
adorned with a Metz logo and 
the red Metz stripe that can 
now be found throughout the 
Classic family. An integrated 
multicolour LED serves as a status indicator and signals, for example, whether 
the TV is switched on or currently recording. A seamlessly connected, rotating 
glass bottom lends the CUBUS its individual look and stable base. 
 
Brilliant pictures 
Brilliant picture quality is ensured by the high-quality direct LED display with 
MetzVison 400 technology in a UHD resolution of 3840 x 2160 pixels. HDR-
compatibility and 10-bit colour depth promise a remarkably sharp television 
experience with optimised contrast and energy efficiency.  
 

Perfect sound  
MetzSoundPro technology with a sealed 
2-way system and bass reflex channel 
delivers first-class sound with crystal clear 
trebles and rich bass frequencies 
through the front-facing soundbar. It 
brings sound to life through six front-
facing speakers with a total power output 
of 2 x 20 watts. 

 
Twin multi-tuner with USB recording 
A twin multi-tuner and two CI+ interfaces equip the CUBUS to receive free and 
pay TV via all available reception modes. WiFi, aptX™-certified Bluetooth® 
connectivity and an extensive range of interfaces make it a truly versatile  
all-rounder. Thanks to its comprehensive USB recording function, the CUBUS 
reaches its full potential when an external data medium with timeshift and 
recording functions is connected to it.  
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An energy-saver with total convenience 
Its electricity-saving, long-lasting direct LED screen technology, a fully  
integrated sound solution and twin multi-tuner, as well as digital recording 
and timeshift via USB, all make the CUBUS a real energy-saver, providing the 
total convenience of a Metz Classic TV without the need for any additional 
device such as a receiver, soundbar or digital recorder. “Developed and  
produced in Germany with maximum user convenience, durability and  
repairability in mind, the CUBUS is the perfect entry into the UHD world of 
Metz Classic,” explains Metz Managing Director Dr Norbert Kotzbauer.   
 
Availability & price 
The Metz Classic CUBUS is now available in stores in two models:  
43” for €1399 RRP and 50” for €1599 RRP.  


